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Block Settings – Dimensions
wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/block-settings-dimensions

WordPress Block Editor – Block Settings: Dimensions

This tutorial is part of our series on using common block settings in the WordPress Block
Editor Settings Section.

In this tutorial, you will learn how to customize a block’s dimensions settings and properties.

https://wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/block-settings-dimensions/
https://wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/block-settings/
https://wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/block-editor-settings/
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For a complete understanding of how to use the WordPress Block Editor, see the other
tutorials in this series:

***

Many block types allow you to customize and edit their dimension settings and options.

Block Settings: Dimensions

Note: Block types that support dimension properties must be selected in the content editor
area to display the Dimensions settings in the Block Settings panel.

If you need help using block settings, see this tutorial: WordPress Block Editor: Block
Settings

Dimensions Properties

You can edit and customize the following settings and options in blocks that support
dimensions:

Padding – You can specify the padding around an element using preset or custom
dimensions. Custom dimensions can be set in different units like px, em, rem, etc. For
example, you can set the padding around an element to preset level 1, 2, 3, etc. or
18px, 20%, etc.
Minimum Height of Cover  – You can set a minimum height to guarantee an element
will always display at least as high as you set it, regardless of the size screen someone
uses to view the page.

https://wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/block-settings/
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Here’s what the units mentioned above mean:

px – stands for “pixels” and is a fixed-size unit of measurement that is based on the
screen resolution of the device being used. For example, the font size of the text can
be set to 16 pixels.
em – stands for “em space” and is a relative unit of measurement that is based on the
font size of the parent element. For example, font size = 1.5em sets the font size of the
text to 1.5 times the font size of the parent element.
rem – stands for “root em” and is a relative unit of measurement that is based on the
font size of the root element (usually the html tag). For example, font size = 1.5rem sets
the font size of the text to 1.5 times the font size of the root element.
vw – stands for “viewport width.”. This unit of measurement is used to size elements in
relation to the width of the viewport. For example, if a designer wanted to create a full-
width image that spanned the entire width of the viewport, they could use width:
100vw; in their CSS code. This would ensure that the image always fills the entire width
of the viewport, regardless of the device’s size or browser window.
vh – stands for “viewport height.” This unit of measurement is used to size elements in
relation to the height of the viewport. For example, if a designer wanted to create a
hero section with a height that takes up the entire viewport, they could use height:
100vh; in their CSS code. This would ensure that the hero section always fills the
entire height of the viewport, regardless of the device’s size or browser window.
% – Percentage. This unit of measurement is used to size elements in relation to the
size of their parent container. For example, if a designer wanted to create a responsive
layout where the width of an element is always 50% of the width of its parent container,
they could use width: 50%; in their CSS code. This would ensure that the element
always takes up 50% of the width of its parent container, regardless of the device’s size
or browser window.

Notes:

The above properties are also referred to as CSS Units.
CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets, which is a language used to describe the
visual presentation of a web page. In simpler terms, CSS helps to make a web page
look good. It is used to control the layout, colors, fonts, and other visual elements of a
web page, separating the presentation from the structure of the HTML code.
CSS units are used to specify measurements for the elements in a web page. Think of
it like a ruler, but for your computer screen.
There are different types of CSS units, including absolute units like pixels (px), which
are a fixed size regardless of the device being used to view the web page, and relative
units like percentages (%), which adjust their size relative to the size of their parent
element.

https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_units.php
https://wpmasterclasses.com/video-courses/how-to-use-css/
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Using CSS and CSS units allows web developers to create web pages that look
consistent across different devices and screen sizes, making the user experience
better.

Additionally, it’s helpful to understand the difference between Margin and Padding.

Margin vs Padding

Margin vs Padding

Borders, margins, and padding are all used to control the spacing and layout of elements on
a webpage, but they each have a specific purpose and behave differently.

Borders: Borders are used to create a visible boundary around an element on a
webpage. A border can be applied to any HTML element, including images, tables, and
text. Borders are defined by their width, style, and color.
Margins: Margins are the space between an element and its surrounding elements.
They are used to control the layout and spacing of elements on a webpage. Margins
can be applied to any HTML element, including images, tables, and text. Margins are
defined by their size, which can be specified in pixels, ems, or percentages.
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Padding: Padding is the space between the content of an element and its border. It is
used to control the amount of space between the content of an element and its border.
Padding can be applied to any HTML element, including images, tables, and text.
Padding is defined by its size, which can be specified in pixels, ems, or percentages.

In summary, borders define a visible boundary around an element, margins control the space
between an element and its surrounding elements, and padding controls the space between
the content of an element and its border.

In even simpler terms:

Padding surrounds an element inside its border.
Margin surrounds an element outside its border

Dimensions Settings

In this section, we’ll look at how to customize and edit the default settings in blocks that
support dimensions.

Note: A block’s dimensions settings may include additional options depending on which
blocks you select and what plugins and themes are installed on your site.

When you click on a block that supports dimensions, you may only see the default setting
“Dimensions” displayed in the Block Settings panel.

Default Dimensions settings panel.

Click on the “+” sign to view all the available Dimensions options for the block.

https://wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/plugins/
https://wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/wordpress-block-themes/
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Click on the Dimensions options icon (+).

Click on the option…

Select Padding to enable the option.

Enabling an option displays a “tick” symbol.

Padding is now enabled.

Click on an area outside the pop-up panel to hide the panel and display the option(s) you
have just enabled.
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The Padding option displays in the Dimensions setting panel.

Dimensions Settings: Padding

Padding is the default option for blocks that support dimensions settings.

You can change the padding set for a block using either a preset value or a custom value.

Change Padding Using A Preset Value

To edit a block’s padding using a preset value:

1. Select the block.
2. Select the Block settings panel to view the Dimensions settings option.
3. Move the slider to the right to increase the padding. There are 7 preset values

available:
1. 0.44 rem
2. 0.67 rem
3. 1 rem
4. 1.5 rem
5. 2.25 rem
6. 3.38 rem
7. 5.06 rem
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Set padding using a preset value by dragging the slider.

As you click on each of the preset values options in the Padding selector, the content editor’s
live preview shows the block’s padding automatically increasing or decreasing on your
screen.

Preview your changes to padding settings live on the content editor.

Set Custom Padding Value

To set a custom padding value for a block:

1. Select the block.
2. Select the Block settings panel to view the Padding settings option.
3. Click on the Set custom size icon to bring up the Custom Size field.
4. Enter a value in the custom field or use the slider.

Let’s go through this step-by-step.

Click on the Set custom size icon…
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Set custom size.

This displays the Padding custom value field and slider…

Use the Padding field or slider to set a custom value for your
element’s padding.

Enter your custom value or adjust the slider to set your padding.

Preview changes to your custom values live on the editor.

You can also specify different units of measurement for setting padding values from the unit
drop-down menu.
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You can select different measurement units to set your padding
value.

Changing the units of measurement affects how padding works, so experiment to find what
works best for you and preview your changes on the live editor screen.

Experiment with different measurement units to see how these affect your block’s padding settings.

Remember to save your work after making changes to update your block’s settings.

Unlinking Sides

You can set different padding values for a block element by unlinking its sides.

Click on the Unlink sides icon to access this feature…
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Click on Unlink sides to set individual padding values to your block
element.

The screen will now display separate padding options for the top, right, bottom, and left sides
of the block’s element.
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The Dimension > Padding option panel with all sides unlinked.

Enter different padding options for each side using the presets, or click on the Set custom
size icon to switch to the custom fields and enter a custom padding value.
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You can convert any preset field into a custom field and set a custom
padding size for that side.

You can use a combination of presets and entering custom values to set the padding for the
block element’s sides.

To switch from a preset value to a custom value, click on the Set custom size icon.
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Click the Set custom size icon to switch from a preset value to a
custom value.

To switch from a custom value to a preset value, click on the Use size preset icon.
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Click Use size preset to switch from a custom padding value to a
preset value.

To link all sides back when working on separate sides, click on the Link sides icon.
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Click the Link sides button to link padding for all sides of the element
again.

Note that if you link sides again after setting separate padding values for each side, the
Padding value field will display “Mixed” values.
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This element’s sides are all linked now but they have different
padding values set.

Experiment with different padding options to set the dimensions right for your block’s
element.

The Padding option gives you flexibility and control of the block’s padding settings.

Remember to save your work after making changes to update your block’s settings.

Additional Dimensions Options

As mentioned earlier, different block types can add new options to the Dimensions settings
panel.

For example, the Cover block adds a Minimum Height Of Cover option.

https://wptrainingmanual.com/wordpress-tutorials/cover-block/
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The Cover block adds a Minimum Height Of Cover option to the
Dimensions settings panel.

This lets you set the minimum height to display a cover image on the block.

Set the minimum height to display a cover image on the block.

You can choose different units to enter the minimum height of cover value by selecting the
unit from a dropdown menu.
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You can enter a minimum height value using different measurement
units.

Remember to save your work after making changes to update your block’s settings.

Resetting Dimensions Options To Default Settings

You can reset your dimensions properties to their default state individually or all at once.

To reset your block settings, click on the ellipsis symbol on the right-hand side of the
Dimensions settings box.

You can access the Dimensions options section whether you are working on a block’s
element with all sides linked…

Reset values for your block in the Dimensions options section.
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Or all sides unlinked…

You can also access this section from different option configurations,
like Padding with all sides unlinked.

If you have enabled any options, you will see a “dash” symbol next to the option title. Click on
the option to remove the dash and restore the default settings for that option and it will turn
into a ‘tick’.
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Click on an option displaying a dash to reset it to its default values.

Once all options have been turned into “ticks,” your settings are restored to their default
values.

Clicking on an option displaying a tick does nothing, as its values are
reset.

To reset all settings to their default state at once, click on Reset all.
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Click on the reset all button to restore all Dimensions options to their
default values.

All dimensions options for the block will be reset to their default state.

Congratulations! Now you know how to adjust your block’s dimensions settings.

Additional Block Settings

Click on a tutorial from the list below to learn about using other common block settings in the
WordPress block editor.

***

For more tutorials in this series, go here:

***

 
 


